Premise of GAs Premise of GAs
• Natural Selection is a very successful organizing principle for optimizing individuals and populations of individuals
• If we can mimic natural selection, then we will be able to optimize more successfully
• A possible design of a system -as represented by its design vector x -can be considered as an individual who is fighting for survival within a larger population.
• Only the fittest survive -Fitness is assessed via objective function J. 
Chromosomes Chromosomes
Chromosome ( (1) define the representation (encoding-decoding) (2) define "fitness" function F -incorporate feasibility (constraints) and objectives (3) define the genetic operators -initialization, selection, crossover, mutation, insertion (4) execute initial algorithm run -monitor average population fitness -identify best individual (5) tune algorithm -adjust selection, insertion strategy, mutation rate 
Binary Encoding Issues Binary Encoding Issues
Number of bits dedicated to a particular design variable is very important.
Resolution depends on: -upper and lower bounds x LB , x UB -number of bits
x LB x UB ∆x=(x UB-x LB )/2 nbits 
Fitness and Selection Probability Fitness and Selection Probability
Typically, selection is the most important and most computationally expensive step of a GA. 
Fitness Function (II) Fitness Function (II)
• Choosing the right fitness function is very important, but also quite difficult • GAs do not have explicit "constraints" • Constraints can be handled in different ways:
-implicitly via the fitness function -penalty for violation -via the selection operator ("reject constraint violators") -implicitly via representation/coding e.g. only allow representations of the TSP that correspond to a valid tour Choosing the right fitness function: an important Genetic Algorithm Design Issue
Maximization vs. Minimization Maximization vs. Minimization
There are many ways to convert a minimization problem to a maximization problem and vice-versa:
Selection Operator (I) Selection Operator (I)
• Goal is to select parents for crossover • Should create a bias towards more fitness • Must preserve diversity in the population Example: Let select the k th most fit member of a population to be a parent with probability
(1) Selection according to RANKING Better ranking has a higher probability of being chosen, e.g. 1st ∝ 1, 2nd ∝ 1/2, 3rd ∝ 1/3 ...
Selection Operator (II) Selection Operator (II)
(2) Proportional to FITNESS Value Scheme Example: Let select the k th most fit member of a population to be a parent with probability
Probability of being selected for crossover is directly proportional to raw fitness score.
This scheme tends to favor the fittest individuals in a population more than the ranking-scheme, faster convergence, but can also be a disadvantage.
Roulette Wheel Selection Roulette Wheel Selection
Roulette 
Some Insertion Strategies Some Insertion Strategies
• Can replace an entire population at a time (go from generation k to k+1 with no survivors) -select N/2 pairs of parents -create N children, replace all parents -polygamy is generally allowed
• Can select two parents at a time -create one child -eliminate one member of population (weakest?)
• "Elitist" strategy -small number of fittest individuals survive unchanged
• "Hall-of-fame" -remember best past individuals, but don't use them for progeny 
